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1. BUSINESS CASE: 

Company ABC needs to be able to satisfy the following requirements: 

• receive product qty’s into a location (incoming shipments) 

• allow for transfer of qty’s across locations 

• make necessary changes to forms to indicate picking location  

 

2. PROBLEM: 

The functionality does not exist. 

 

3. CURRENT PROCESS: 

There is no current process available. 

 

4. SOLUTION: 

The following represents a high-level view of the solution: 

 

4.1 New custom business rule. 

4.2 Modification to existing tables. 

4.3 Modification to Warehouse Inventory user interface. 

4.4 Modification to purchase order receiving user interface. 

4.5 New bin allocation user interface. 

4.6 Modification to and additional logic in purchase order receiving. 

4.7 New bin location quantity maintenance user interface. 

4.8 New consolidated picking report. 

4.9 Modification to picking and/or packing slips. 
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5. ASSUMPTIONS/CONDITIONS/LIMITATIONS: 

 

5.1 The number of available bin locations per product per warehouse is limited to ten 

(10). 

5.2 Bin location values are limited to ten upper-case alpha-numeric characters. 

5.3 The physical and cycle count functionality is not in scope. 

5.4 No lot number or serial number control will be handled at the bin level – these 

remain at the warehouse level per product. 

5.5 The new consolidated bin picking report will print based on the Business Rule 

that drives this modification, regardless of the setting of Business Rule S/O 24 – 

Enable Consolidated Picking. 

 

6. DETAILED ANALYSIS: 

 

6.1 New custom business rules:  A new custom business rule CUS81 (Quantity by 

Bin Location) is required.  All functionality detailed in sections 6.2 through 6.9 

will be tied to the new business rule. 

6.2 Modification to existing table structure:  Ten additional fields must be added 

to the database.  Each new field will be used to capture quantity by bin location 

and will relate to the current set of ten fields used to capture bin locations.  For 

example the first quantity field will relate to bin location 1… 

6.3 Modification to Warehouse Inventory user interface:  The existing 

Warehouse Inventory screen must be modified to allow the user to view 

quantities by bin location.  A new button labelled Qty by Bin located at the 

bottom of the screen will open a new user interface containing two columns, the 

first listing bin locations (up to ten) and the second showing quantity.  Button is 

only available if On Hand Quantity for the warehouse is greater than zero and 

product has at least one bin location.  Button will be disabled if changes are 

made to Bin Locations until those changes have been saved. 

6.4 Modification to purchase order receiving user interface:  The purchase 

order receiving user interface and functionality must be modified to permit 

capture of a receiving bin location.  A new folder icon will be added to the PO 

detail (see figure 1 below).  Manually selecting the folder icon will launch a new 

user interface to allow for allocation of received quantities to bin locations (as 

discussed in section 6.5 below). 
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Figure 1 

 

 

6.5 New bin allocation user interface:  The new user interface to allow allocation 

of received quantities is shown in figure 2 below.  Users will be allowed to park in 

the next empty bin location field and enter a new value.  User can also park on 

a bin containing a value and change it so long as there is no pre-existing 

quantity on-hand in that bin.  They will also be able to park in the quantity field 

next to any listed bin location (pre-existing or new) and allocate quantity by bin 

location.  Note that the quantity allocated cannot exceed the quantity received 

(but may be lower).  The screen title will list the product id of the item in 

question, and the bottom of the screen will show both the quantity that was 

received as well as the product description (description 1 only).  The OK button 

will return the user to the purchase order receiving screen with the allocated 

quantities saved whilst the Cancel button will return the user without saving any 

values (or changing if user has returned to the bin allocation screen).  Quantity 

on hand will also be displayed as a column in this screen (not shown in figure 2). 

In addition: 

- screen also shows the sum of the quantities already allocated and the 

difference between this figure and the maximum quantity to allocate. 

- Maximum quantity to allocate in Quantity Received on this revision minus 

Quantity Rejected on this revision. 

- System will default to parking on the quantity fields.  User may tab 

backwards or click into the bin location to change as necessary. 

- The user can park and change any bin that has zero qty on hand or on any 

empty bin location.  Gaps in the bin sequence are allowable (i.e. can enter bin 

location 5 and 7 when only bin 1 & 2 currently exist). 

New folder 
icon 
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Figure 2 

 

 

6.6 Modification to and additional logic in purchase order receiving:  The 

following modification and/or additional logic are required: 

6.6.1 Referring to figure 1 above when a user enters a quantity received in the 
appropriate column and moves off that field (tab key or arrow keys), the bin 

locations allocation screen discussed in 6.5 above will automatically launch.  

Note: that if a user subsequently parks on the same quantity received field 

and moves off again, the bin location allocation screen will not automatically 

launch if no change to the received quantity is made.  Conversely if a change 

to the received quantity is made, the screen will automatically launch. 

Bin Allocation screen will re-launch if the user parks on a line where the full 

quantity received has not been allocated.  Note that this could be because the 

user inadvertently or purposely allocated less than the full amount or it could 

be due to a change of either quantity received or quantity rejected (since the 

total to allocate will be qty rcvd – qty rejected. 

6.6.2 Referring to figure 1 above should the user select the Receive All button, the 
bin location allocation screen discussed in section 8.2 above will be opened 

sequentially for each listed product (ie. when the user selects the Continue 

(or Cancel) button, the next product id (with at least one bin setup) is 

presented until all are completed). 
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6.6.3 Referring to figure 2 above the user cannot allocate more quantity to bin 
locations than the quantity that was received.  The user can however elect to 

allocate less than the quantity received (including 0).  Note: negative values 

are not allowed.  The Ok button is disabled if total allocated quantity is 

greater than the total quantity received. 

6.6.4 Referring to figure 1 above when a user selects the Update button, the 
captured quantities and any new bin locations will be written to the 

prod_warehouse table.  Note: that if a quantity already existed for a specific 

bin, the new quantity will be added to it. 

Any changes to bin locations are written to Inventory Warehouse table when 

the user clicks the Continue button on the screen in Figure 2.  The actual bin 

quantities are written to file along with the other inventory updates when the 

Update button is pressed on the screen in Figure 1. 

6.6.5 Cancelling a stock receipt that had allocated quantities to bin locations will 
NOT reverse those bin allocations.. 

6.7 New bin location quantity maintenance user interface:  A new user 

interface Inventory > Processing > Bin Location Quantity Mtce is required.  The 

new user interface (see figure 3 below) will have the following characteristics: 

Menu item Inventory >Processing > Bin Location Qty Maintenance is controlled 

by new user right (MBQ) Modify Bin Quantities. 

6.7.1 Screen title = Bin Location Quantity Maintenance 

6.7.2 Warehouse – this field will be a combo box list of all possible warehouses and 
will be modifiable.  Defaults to user warehouse. 

6.7.3 Check mark to limit product listing to only items where product on hand does 
not equal sum of product by bin location.  When off, all product will be 

displayed.  Display is always limited to products that have at least one bin 

entered in the Inventory Warehouse table. 

6.7.4 Product column – user can park in the product column and start typing a 
product code to auto-locate any given item. 

6.7.5 Product line column – displays product line of listed product codes. 
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6.7.6 Bin/Qty columns – the user can park on any listed bin location and change it’s 
value or park on the next empty bin location field and enter a new value (i.e. 

user cannot enter a bin location in bin 5 if bin 4 is empty).  Likewise, the user 

can park on any quantity field for a listed bin location and change the 

quantity (the sum of quantities for all bin locations need not equal the on 

hand quantity but can’t exceed on hand). 

In addition: 

- Update button is disabled if total bin quantity is greater than total warehouse 

on hand quantity. 

- User can change any empty bin location.  It does not have to be the first 

empty bin.  Gaps in the sequence are permissable. 

- Note that product and product line are in a table and bins and quantities are 

in a screen to the right of this table.  Any changes to bins and/or quantities 

are written to file either when the user presses the update button or when the 

user clicks or tabs back into the table of products. 

6.7.7 Update button – any changes made will be recorded to the prod_warehouse 
table. 

6.7.8 Cancel button – Cancels any changes made since the last time update was 
pressed or since record was auto-saved by navigating to the product list. 

6.7.9  Exit button – exit back to previous menu. 

6.7.10 New menu item Inventory > Processing > Bin Location Qty Maintenance is 
controlled by a new user right (MBQ) Modify Bin Quantities. 
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Figure 3 

 

6.8 New consolidated picking report:  A new consolidated picking report will print 

when the user selects batch printing of orders.  Note: that this new consolidated 

picking report replaces the existing consolidated picking report that is printed 

when business rule S/O 24 is turned on. The characteristics of the new report 

shown in figure 4 below are as follows: 

6.8.1 Landscape format 

6.8.2 Warehouse code is indicated. 

6.8.3 The sort order of listed product is based on first bin location value with a 
quantity greater than zero (i.e. pw_bin_location1 field).  If empty, second bin 

location field will be used. 

6.8.4 A blank line is provided to record actual quantity picked. 

6.8.5 Deliver To refers to the sales order’s ship to city. 

6.8.6 Only bin locations that have a corresponding quantity are displayed. 
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Figure 4 

 

 

6.9 Modification to picking and/or packing slips:  Printed picking and/or 

packing slips will print only the bin locations for which a quantity exists.  Note: 

that the sort order of picking slips and packing slips is controlled by existing 

business rules FORMS 362 and 383. 

Existing BR FORMS 381 controls whether or not the bins will print on the picking 

slip.  This rule will still apply, however a modification made under the new 

business rule to only print bins that have a bin quantity on hand. 

 

7. NOTES: 

 

7.1 The scope of this document is limited to those modifications and enhancements 

specifically identified in the Solutions section(s).  Assumptions, Conditions and 

Limitations are generally provided to identify known and relevant elements that 

contribute to defining the scope of the modification.  Any other changes to functionality, 

process or procedure not specifically referenced in this document are considered to be 

external to the specification’s content and are not included. 
 

END 


